Jagdeep Singh Chaggar ACA
Internal Audit: Conduct, Culture and Governance
Barclays Bank Plc
Personal introduction:
I am an experienced Auditor and qualified Accountant with a passion for solving problems,
supporting people, inspirational leadership and learning. I have broad experience across the
professional services (PwC) and banking industry (Barclays Bank Plc). I spent much of my time
auditing large, multi-national companies but gained a wealth of experience working with smallmedium sized businesses like the Open Data Institute. My experiences have developed my subject
matter expertise on:
• Audit (internal and external)
• Accounting practices and requirements (IFRS, US GAAP, UK GAAP and Companies Act 2006)
• Internal controls and risk management
• Regulatory compliance (banking industry)
• Professional conduct, culture and governance
Involvement with ICAEW:
I am an avid supporter of the ICAEW volunteering communities. I am a registered mentor for the 2019
ICAEW BASE competition and am volunteering my practical experience on grant based contracts,
charities and company taxation to support the Young Mums Support Network.
Motivation and ability to be a member of Council:
I am eager to increase my involvement in ICAEW at all levels: strategic, district and local. I believe I
can bring about real change based on my personal and professional experiences. My work around
Conduct, Culture and Governance drives my desire to be involved with ICAEW investigation and
disciplinary committees; where I hope to provide valuable industry insights and shape accountability
within the industry.
Strategic focus:
In terms of strategic focus, there are 3 key issues impacting businesses and ICAEW members,
namely: Cyber Security, Artificial Intelligence and Big Data. They present both challenges and
opportunities within the industry. For ICAEW, I see these issues having an impact on the structure of
the ACA and online content provided to members. New technology challenges the profession to
ensure skills and technical expertise provided to members is relevant and industry leading. My
passion for development and early encounters with these issues will help develop ICAEW’s strategic
direction.
Communication with members in the constituency:
I am a strong advocate of diversity and strive for an inclusive environment for all communities. I
appreciate the value in intergenerational diversity but am keen to address the lack of representation in
our younger demographic by hoping to become one of the youngest ever Council members. I will
remain actively involved in my constituency through events and social media, ensuring every person
has a voice.
I am a proud member of ICAEW, and I believe strongly in the value that the Accounting and Auditing
profession has to offer, both to companies and society. Please vote for me as Council member to
ensure that the Council remains diverse and fairly represented in 2019. #auditiscool
#accountingiscool
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/jagdeep-c-216b14160
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